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GUES AND QUEUES 

YU. BARYSHNIKOV 

EURANDOM, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

ABSTRACT. Consider the process Dk, k = 1,2, ... , given by 

/,:-1 

Dk = sup L[Bi(tHd - Bi(td], 
O=to<t} <... i=O 

... <tk_l <tk=l 

Bi being independent standard Brownian motions. This process describes the limit

ing behavior "near the edge" in queues in series, totally asymmetric exclusion pro

cesses or oriented percolation. The problem of finding the distribution of D . was 

posed in [GW]. The main result of this paper is that the process D. has the law of 

the process of the largest eigenvalues of the main minors of an infinite random matrix 

drawn from Gaussian Unitary Ensemble. 

O. INTRODUCTION 

0.1 Performance table. Consider a family of random values 

W = (wij),i,j 2: 1 

indexed by the integer points of the first quarter of the plane. 

Definition. A monotonous path n from (i,j) to (i',j'), i::; i';j::; j';i,j,i',j' E N 
is a sequence (i,j) = (io,jo), (i1,h), ... ,(il,jl) = (i',j') of length k = i' + j' -
i - j + 1, such that all lattice steps (ik,jk) ~ (ik+l,jk+d are of size one and 
(consequently) go to the North or to the East. The weight wen) of such a path is 

just the sum of all entries of the array w along the path. 

We define performance table lei, j), i, j E N as the array oflargest pathweights from 
(1,1) to (i,j), that is 

lei, j) = max wen). 
7f from (0,0) to (i,j) 

Equivalently, one can define 1 recursively by setting l(O,') = l(·,O) 
i, j 2: 1 

l(i,j) = max(l(i -l,j),l(i,j -1)) +w(i,j). 

o and for 

From now on we assume that w(',·) are iid random values. The distributions of 
the rows of this performance table l( ·, N) for N ~ 00 is the central object of study 
in this paper. 

Typeset by AMS-'lEX 



2 YU. BARYSHNIKOV 

0.2 Interpretations. The performance table l arises in many probabilistic prob
lems. 

0.2.1 Queues in series. Consider an infinite series of queues. This means, one has 

infinitely many queues Q1, Q2, ... and a job leaving the server Qi enters immedi

ately the queue Qi+!. If wii is the time needed to process i-th job on j-th server, 

then the entry lii of the performance table is the time when the i-th job leaves the 

j-th server, if at the instant 0 all queues but the first one are empty, and the first 
queue is infinite. 

The properties of the performance table in the case of iid service time have been 

addressed in many works on queueing theory. A systematic study of the perfor

mance table has been initiated in the paper [GW]. A recent work containing most 
relevant references is [BBM]. 

0.2.2 Interacting particle systems. The totally asymmetric exclusion process and its 

closest relative, the totally asymmetric zero range process are classical interacting 

particle processes (see [LJ). The much attended case of the totally asymmetric 

exclusion process starting with all sites to the left from zero occupied and to the 
right from zero free can be reformulated in terms of the performance table with the 

exponential iid entries. Indeed, iij in this case is just the time the particle initially 

at -i moves j steps to the right. 

The connection between series of queues and interacting particle systems of course 

has been known for a long time and exploted by many authors (see, e.g. [K, Sr] 

and references therein). 

0.3 Asy:mptotics in a strip. There are different regimes under which one can 
study the asymptotic behavior of the performance table. One of them is the hy

drodynamic limit, when one assumes that both i and j increase to infinity at the 

same rate, iii -+ t ,O < t < 00. In this case, under some moment conditions on the 

law of w(l, 1), the subadditive ergodic theorem implies that w(i,j)/j converges to 

a nonrandom function 'Y(t) as j -+ 00. The function 'Y depends on the law of w in a 
highly nontrivial way and is known explicitly only for w geometric or exponential 

(the solutions found by various authors independently). 

We will study here another asymptotic regime, when j -+ 00 while i remains 

bounded (the regime "near the edge"). In this case the law of w is rather irrelevant 

due to the following invariance principle by Glynn and Whitt. 

We assume henceforth that the distribution of w(l, 1) has finite variance. Set 

d n ) _ l(k, n) - en 
k- .;vn' 

where e = lEWll, V = V Wll. 

Also set B k , k = 1,2, ... to be independent standard Brownian motions. 

Theore:m 0.4, see [GW]. The processes D(n) converge in law as n -+ 00 to the 

stochastic process 

k-1 

Dk = sup 2:)Bi(ti+d - Bi(ti)], 
O=to<tt< ... i=O 

... <tk-l <tk=l 
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This theorem is quite intuitive. Indeed, a monotonous path from the origin to 
(M, N) where N is very large consists, mainly, of M long vertical stretches. The 

sums of weights along the stretches are approximately the increments of the inde

pendent Brownian motion. 

0.5. The process D. has a number of interesting properties. As it is increasing, it 

is nonstationary. It has been established in [GW] that Dk/VIC converges a.e. to a 
constant (this shows inter alia that the increments of D . are also non-stationary). 

Glynn and Whitt also conjectured that this constant equals 2 (later this conjecture 

has been confirmed in [S]). The law of (Db'" , Dn) also can be interpreted as 
the time 1 density of a certain reflected Brownian motion in the Weyl chamber 

{Di :5 DH1,i = 1, ... ,n -I}, [GW]. 

0.6. The main result of this paper gives the law of the process D . via the eigenvalues 
of minors of a random infinite Hermitian matrix drawn from the Gaussian Unitary 

Ensemble. More precisely, consider the infinite Hermitian matrix 

H = (hij),i,j = 1,2, .... 

This means that h ij = hji . Assume that the real and imaginary parts of entries 

h ij = Xij + HYij 

are iid Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance (here of course Xij = Xji; Yij = 
-Y ji, so only the entries Xij, i ~ j and Yij, i > j need to be specified). 

Recall that the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble is the probability distribution on the 
Hermitian matrices with the density 

rGudH) = Z-le-trH2 /2, 

where Z = J e-
trH2 /2dH is a normalizing constant. The infinite matrix H therefore 

can be thought as drawn from the infinite dimensional GUE; at least all its minors 
are. 

Let Hk = (hij h~i,j:Sk be the main k x k minor of Hand (1k be the largest eigenvalue 
of H k • 

Theorem 0.7. The laws of processes {(1k},k = 1,2, ... and {Dk},k = 1,2, ... 
coincide. 

In particular, the distribution of Dk is the distribution of the largest eigenvalue 
of k x k Hermitian matrix drawn from GUE. I refer the readers to, e.g., [TW], 

where these laws are explicitely derived in terms of Painleve IV again building on 
[M] which remains the reference despite many new exciting developments) to our 
problem .. 

0.8. Theorem 0.7 allows to apply the numerous asymptotic results on distribution 
of the spectra of random matrices. In particular, the convergence of the norm of 

a random Hermitian k x k matrix Hk from GUE scaled by VIC to 2 is well-known. 
This gives another proof to the Glynn-Whitt conjecture cited above. 

A new twist reported here is the fact that the joint largest eigenvalues of the minors 

Hk should be studied. The SU-invariance of GUE implies that these eigenvalues can 
be constructed as folowing: draw a random Hermitian matrix Hk from rGUE and 

a random full £lag F from the SU invariant distribution on the Stiefel manifold. 
Then the eigenvalues of restrictions of the Hermitian form defined by Hk to the 

subspaces of F have the law of (11,0"2, ... , O"k. 
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0.9. Let us put the results of this paper in some context. The result (and its proof) 
on the law of the individual asymptotic entry, Dk, are analogous to the results and 
proofs on the length of the longest increasing subword on k letters in a very long 
word, [J2J, that is rely on the representation theory-inspired combinatorics. 

The connections to representation theory, which is crucial for many recent devel
opments (like the finding of the distribution of the length of the longest increasing 

subsequence in random permutation by Baik, Deift and Johansson) are indeed very 
deep in the subject and still remain rather mysterious. A very informative intro
duction so some of the links can be found in [Ke]. 

One of the tantalizing questions in the field is how to circumvent the combinatorics 

and go straight from the Brownian motions (a Gaussian distribution in the path 
spaces) to the GUE (a Gaussian distribution on matrices). A step in this direction 
seems to be done in [Ku]. 

The process Dk and of the "triangular process" (see Section 5) into which Dk is 
embedded as the left slope, deserves a separate study which will be undertaken 
separately. 

Acknowledgements. I am very thankful to O. Boxma and J. Wessels for intro
ducing me to the nice field of queueing theory, to S. Kerov for very useful discussion 
and to J. Mairesse for pointing out the paper [S] . 

1. COMBINATORICS 

In this section we discuss the necessary combinatorial results. For background we 
refer to [F] . 

1.1 Generalized permutations. Consider a generalized permutation 

a = (~~ 

where the numbers i1, ... are taken from the set N = {I, ... ,N} and the numbers 
it . . . from the set M = {I, ... ,M}. An equivalent description of such a permu
tation is its table w(a), an N x M array where the entry a(a)ij is the number of 

rows G) in a. 

Denote the set of all N x M tables with integer nonnegative entries as W M,N; the 

subset of such arrays whose entries sum up to k as WM,N,k' 

1.2 RSK correspondence. Recall (see, e.g. [F]) that a Young diagram A is a 
finite subset of N2 (which should be imagined placed in the South-Eastern quarter 
of the plane) such for for any element in A, any point to the North or to the West 
from it also is in A. A Young diagram is drawn usually as a set of boxes, not of 
points. The set of all Young diagrams we denote as Y, the subset of the diagrams 

with k boxes as Y k . It is convenient to identify a Young diagram A with k boxes 
with the vector of a partition of k, the number of boxes in the diagram: 

r 

).= (A1,A2,'" ,Ar), ).12:).22: .. ·2: Ar 2: o,I:Ai = k. 
i=1 

Here Ai is the number of boxes in i-th row of the diagram. 
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A (semistandard) Young tableau is a filling of the boxes of a Young diagram >. 
by natural numbers (Le. an N-valued function on >.) such that the numbers do 

not decrease rightwards in rows and increase downwards in columns. The Young 

diagram underlying a Young tableau is called its shape. 

For a Young diagram >., denote the set of all tableaux with the shape>. and entries 

from M as TM(>'); the set of all tableaux with entries from M is denoted as TM = 
11,\EyTM(>'). 

Notice that the shape of a tableau in TM has at most M rows, and will be therefore 

encoded as a vector with M entries (some of which might be zeros). 

The Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence is a bijection between 

W M,N,k and the set of pairs of semistandard Young tableaux (P, Q) of the same 
shape >., P E TN and Q E TM. Given a tableau P, we denote the underlying Young 
diagram as sh(P). 

We denote the pair of tableaux corresponding to the table w E W M,N,k as 
(P(w), Q(w» . 

Lemma 1.3. If W M,N,k is given the uniform distribution, then the conditional 

distribution of P(w), w E WM,N,k given sh(P(w» = >. is uniform on TN(>')' 

Proof. The uniform distribution on {w E WM,N,k : sh(P(w)) = >.} is just the 
uniform distribution on the direct product TN(>') x TM(>')}. 0 

1.4 Tableaux as nested diagraIDs. It is well known, and is the most exploited 

property of the RSK correspondence, that the shape sh(P(w» = sh(Q(w)) encodes 
certain rather peculiar characteristics of w. Thus >'1, the length of the longest row 
of the Young diagram >., is the maximal weight of the monotonous paths 7r from 
(1,1) to (M, N) in the table w. 

One can consider the Young tableau P(w) filled with elements of M as a nested 
sequence of N Young diagrams, >.M (w) = sh(P(w» => >.M-l(W) => ... J >.I(W): 

just strip the initial Young tableau off all boxes filled with M, then of all boxes 
filled with M - 1 and so on and take the shapes of the resulting tableaux. The 
complements >.k - >.k-l are skew Young diagrams with at most one element in each 
column. 

The following simple Lemma is crucial for our purposes. 

LeIDIDa 1.5. Fix the array w E WM,N,k' Let lK be the maximal weight of a path 

from (1,1) to (K,N), 1 ~ K ~ M. Then the sequence lI,'" ,lM coincides with 
the sequence of the lengths of the first (longest) rows of the nested Young diagrams 

>.1, >.2, ... , >.M associated with the Young tableau P(w): 

l(K,M) = >.f,K = 1, ... ,N. 

Proof. Consider the P as the recording tableau. Then, if the insertion process is 
stopped after filling all boxes with entries 'at most K, we will arrive at an generalized 
permutation corresponding to the array comprised by the first K columns of the 

array w, no matter what the insertion tableau is. 0 

1.6. To describe an element of TM it is convenient to introduce the space VM =::! 

~M(M+l)/2 with coordinates x}, 1 ::; i ::; M, 1 ~ j ~ i. An element of VM should 
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be thought of as a triangular array 

M-I 
X

M
_

I 

Given a tableau P E TM , we set x; to be the coordinate of the rightmost box filled 
with a number at most i in the j-th row of the tableaux. Equivalently, this is just 

the length of j-th row in the M - i + 1-st diagram obtained in the stripping off 
process described above. 

Definition. Gelfand-Cetlin cone CGe C VM is the convex polyhedral cone given 
by the inequalities 

(1.6.1) i > i-I> i 1 < . < M 1 < . < . x j _ l _ xi _ Xj' _ t _ , _ J _ L 

The set of integer points in the GC cone will be denoted as CGC,N' 

Lemma 1.8. The elements ofTM (or, equivalently, tableaux filled with elements of 

M) are in one-to-one correspondence with the integer points in the Gelfand-Cetlin 

cone CGe. 

Proof. It is easy to check that the condition that P is a tableau is equivalent to the 
inequalities (1.6.1). 0 

1.9. There are two M-dimensional projections from VM which will be of interest 
for us: p : x f--t (xl, x~, . .. ,xk), the shape of the underlying tableaux, and q : 

x f--t xt, xi, ... ,xr), the vector of lengths of the first rows of the nested diagrams 
defining the tableau. In terms of the triangular arrays, these projections are just 

the first row and the first column of th array. 

Let Y be the Weyl chamber in ]RM given by Al 2 A2 2 ... 2 AN. The projections 
p and q sends the Gelfand-Cetlin cone to Y. The integer points in Y we denote as 

YN • 

Definition 1.10. For A E Y define the Gelfand-Cetlin polyhedron H(A) C VM as 
the p-fiber over A intersected with the Gelfand-Cetlin cone, 

By the previous Lemma, the elements of TM(A), A E YN are in one-to-one corre
spondence with the integer points in H(A). 

Let L C VM be the integer lattice, and set HN(A) = H(A) n L be the set of integer 
points in the GC polyhedron. 

1.11. For A with integer coordinates denote the uniform probability measure on 
HN(A) as 

1 

II>. = #H (A) L 8"" 
N "'EH(>') 
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and the uniform measure on H (A as 

1 
/LA = vol(H(A)) 1H ()..) vol, 

where vol is the Lebesgue measure in the fibers of p. 

The number of integer points in GC polyhedron #(HN(A) is the dimension of the 

representation of u(M) with the highest weight A [Zh) and is given by the well

known formula 

(1.11.1) 

The volume of the GC polyhedron is given by the function even more classical: 

Lemma 1.12. The volume of the GC polyhedron H(A) is a multiple of the Van

dermonde function of Ai'S: 

vol(H(A)) = II (Ai.~~j). 
i<j J l 

Proof. Take A t-t 0.., t large, approximate the volume by the number of lattice 

points for more and more refine lattice and use the formula (1.7.1). 

An alternative proof which does not use the representation theory can be obtained 

as following. Assume, by induction, that the result is valid in dimension N - 1. 

Then the volume in question is the integral of ~(/Ll'''' ,/LN-d over the volume 
{/Li E [Ai+l,Ai]}. 

It is easy the see that the resulting integral is a homogeneous polynomial in A'S of 

degree M(M -1)/2. It changes sign when some two neighboring A's are transposed 
(this can be checked using the antisymmetry of the integrand which yield vanishing 

of the integral when /Li and /Li+l vary over the same segment). Hence, as it is a 

homogeneous antisymmetric polynomial of degree N(N - 1)/2, it is a multiple of 
the Vandermonde function. 0 

Remark 1.13. The Gelfand-Cetlin polyhedra were studied also in [Ke2, BK) . In 

particular, [BK) shows that they have the combinatorial type of a cube. 

2. GELFAND-CETLIN POLYHEDRA AND UNIFORM LIFTS 

In this section we establish some simple properties of the uniform measures on the 
GC polyhedra and their integer points. 

2.1. Lemma 1.8 allows us to describe the uniform measure on the polyhedron 

H(A) (in both continuous and discrete version) as a measure on paths of a Markov 
process. 

Definition. Define the Markov process y(O), y(l), y(2), ... ,y(M) as follows: 

(1) y(i) E RM-i j 
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(2) Given y(i) , the vector y(i + 1) belongs to the parallelepiped 

A(y(i» = {y(i)j 2 y(i + l)j ? y(i)j+l,j = 1, . .. ,N - i + I} ; 

(3) The transition density in A(y(i» is proportional to the Vandermonde func
tion 

6.(y(i + 1» = II (y(i + l)j - y(i + Ih). 
l~j<k~N-i-l 

This process will be called Gelfand-Getlin backward Markov process (backword refers 

to the direction of the process: the triangular array is built up "from below", 
compare 1.6). 

Similarly one can define the discrete version of the GC backward process (with 
y's being integer and transition probabilities uniformly distributed over the integer 
points in A(y(i))). 

Proposition 2.2. Let A = yeO), y(l), ... ,y(N) be the trajectory of the GC back

ward process. Form the triangular array using the vectors yeO), y(l), . .. as the rows. 

Then the resulting random triangular array x is uniformly distributed in H(x). 

Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 1.12. o 

2.3 Uniform lifts of measures. One can lift the probability measures on the 
Weyl chamber Y c JRM, or on the set YN of integer points there, to probability 

measures on GGC and CGC,N, correspondingly, so that the fiberwise distributions 
are uniform. More precisely: 

Definition. Let p be a probability measure on Y. The uniform lift of p to CGC 

is the probability measure p* p supported by the Gelfand-Cetlin cone whose push 

forward by p is p and whose conditional distributions on the fibers of p are uniform 
on the GC polyhedra H(·). 

Similarly one defines the uniform lift of the probability measure on YN as the mea

sure on CGC,N with uniform on HNO conditional distributions. 

2.4. Let 1_ = (1, ... ,1) E Y and 1<;7 E CGC be the triangular array of alII's. 

The measures P>. and v>. are close if the span Al - AN (which measures the linear 
size of the polyhedron H(A) is large: 

Lemma 2.5. Let f be a bounded continuous function on CGC and {A (a)} is a 

sequence in YN such that L(a) = A~a) - A~) tends to infinity. If the sequences 

ea , Ca are such that 
>.(a)-e .1 
__ ---'a::.....-_-_ -t A E Y, 

Ca 

then the integrals of the rescaled functions 

la(x) = 1 (x - :: ·1<;7 ) 

with respect to discrete and continuous measures are asymptotically close: 

! laP>.(o) - ! lav>.(Q) = 0(1) 

Proof. Integral over a compact set is approximated by its Riemann sums. 0 
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Corollary 2.6. Let Po; be a sequence of probability measures on YN and eo;, Co; 

the sequences of reals such that the measures Po; shifted by -eo; and rescaled by 

Co; converge weakly to a probability measure P on Y. Then the uniform lifts p. Po; 

shifted by -eo; and rescaled by Co; converge weakly to the uniform lift of p. 

Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 2.5. D 

3. ASYMPTOTICS FOR PERFORMANCE TABLE 

3.1. We return now to the RSK correspondence. Pushing forward the uniform dis

tribution on the set W M,N,k of all M x N arrays with nonnegative integer entries 
summing up to k, The RSK algorithm establishes yields a probability distribu

tion 7rRSK on semistandard tableaux with k elements from M and a probability 
distribution PRSK on Young diagrams (with k boxes). 

Clearly, the measure PRSK is the push forward of 1TRSK under the mapping forgetting 
the filling of a diagram. 

The measure PRSK in its turn determines the measure 7rRSK: 

Proposition 3.2. After the identification of the semistandard tableaux with the 

triangular arrays and the Young diagrams with the vectors of their shapes, the 

measure 1TRSK is the uniform lift of PRSK. 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.3 and the definition of the 
uniform lift of measures. D 

3.3. Consider the random table W E WM,N such that all entries are iid geometric 
with parameter q. The push forward of this probability measure to the set of Young 

diagrams Y via the RSK correspondence has been studied in much details. We will 
use the explicit formulae: 

Proposition 3.4 ([JI]). The probability that the RSK correspondence applied to 

random table w with iid geometric entries with parameter q yield the Young diagram 

of shape>. = (>'1, ... , >'M) is 

(1 - q)MN M-l 1 

(3.4.1) Pq,M,N(>') = M! II j!(N _ M + j)! x 
)=0 

II ( .. 2 lIM (>'i + N)! k 
x >'i - >'j + J - Z) (>, . + M _ i)! q , 
l~i<j~M i=l • 

where k = L:i >'i· 

Corollary 3.5. For fixed 0 < q < 1, fixed M and N -+ 00, the distribution of the 

centered and normalized variables 
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converges to the distribution of the the eigenvalues in Gaussian Unitary Ensemble. 

Notice that (l-q)/q is the expectation and (1 - q)/q2 the variance of the geometric 

random variable with parameter q. 

Proof. Plugging the Stirling approximation into (3.4.1) yields immediately that the 

density of fs converges weakly to 

Z-l II(~i - ~j)2 II e-{U2 

i<j i 

as N -t 00, where Z-l is a normalizing multiplier. D 

Remark. A similar result was derived in [J2, K] for the tables w which have exactly 

one nonzero element (equal to 1) in each row, the column being independent and 

uniformly distributed. 

3.6. We return now to the initial question of the description of the process 

D 1 , D 2 , . • •• Using the invariance principle (Theorem O.X) each finite segment of 

the process can be described as 

. L(K,N) -eN 
(3.6.1) DK = hm VvN ,K = 1, ... ,M, 

N-+oo vN 

where L(K, N) is the maximal weight of paths from (1,1) to (K, N) in a perfor

mance table w with iid entries with expectation e and variance c. 

The vector (L(K, N)h<K<M is the first row of the triangular array x corresponding 

to the table w; the shifted and rescaled rescaled vector 

L(K, N) - eN K - 1 M 
~vN ' - , ... , 

is the first row of the shifted and rescaled triangular array 

x - eNl v 

VcN 
Consider the table w whose entries are iid geometric with some parameter q. The 

crucial property of the geometric entries is that conditioned on the sum of the 

entries k, the distribution on W M,N,k is uniform. 

Lemma 3.7. Let 7r ~~U and P~~q~ be the push forwards of the probability distribution 

on W M,N,k with iid parameter q geometric entries to CGC,N and YN respectively, 

using the RSK correspondence. Then 7r ~~~ is the uniform lift of P~~q~ 

Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 3.2. D 

Combining all the ingredients together we arrive at the following result: 

Theorem 3.8. The distribution of the sequence (Dl' D2 , • .. ,D M) is the distri

bution of the first column of the random triangular distributed according to the 

uniform lift of the density PGUE on its first row. 

Proof. By Theorem 0.4, the distribution of the process D t ,1 ::; t ::; M coincides 

with the limiting distribution of the shifted and rescaled vector L t for the table 

with iid geometric entries. The latter, by Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 2.6 converges 

to the lift of the limiting distribution on the shifted and rescaled Young diagrams, 

which, by Proposition 3.2 is given by the GUE density. D 
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3.9. In other words, the random vector D = (D 1 , D 2 , •.. , D M ) can be generated 
as following: draw a random Hermitian matrix with iid Gaussian entries with zero 

mean and unit variance; take the vector (AI, ... AM), Al ~ A2 ~ ... ~ AM of its 
ordered eigenvalues and draw at random a triangular array x E H(A). Then the 
first column of x will be distributed as D. 

To generate the triangular array x one can, alternatively, run the backward GC 

process starting at y = (AI, ... AM). A natural question is whether it is possible 
to generate the sample x as the trajectory of a Markov chain going in the forward 
direction, that is generating random row Xi+1 given Xi so that the resulting measures 

on the rows would be the law of the ordered spectra of matrices from G UE and 
given that M-th row equals A, the distribution of the previous (M - 1) rows were 
uniform in HCC(A). This question is addressed in section 5. 

4.FLAG SEQUENCES 

4.1. Consider the following problem of integral geometry. Let W ~ eM be the 

standard complex Hilbert space with the norm I:i XiXi and let H be a Hermitian 
form on W with eigenvalues Al ~ A2 ~ ... ~ AM. Take a random hyperplane 
LM-I E eM and restrict H on L. The result is again a Hermitian form in the 

Hilbert space L (the norm induced from W). Denote its eigenvalues as J.Ll ~ J.L2 ~ 

.. ·J.LM-I. Rayleigh's theorem says that J.L'S interlace ).'s, that is J.Li E [Ai, Ai+l]. 
What can be said about the distributions of J.L'S in these intervals? 

Proposition 4.2. Let H be a Hermitian form in the Hilbert space W with the 

eigenvalues Al ~ A2 ~ ... ~ AM. Let L be an isotropic hyperplane, that is its 
distribution in lP'(W*) is SU(M) invariant. Then the density of the vector J.L of 
the ordered eigenvalues of the restriction of H to L in the parallelepiped [AI, A2] x 

[A2,A3] x ... x [AM-l,AM] is a multiple of the Vandermondefunctiontl.(J.L). 

Proof. We use here the following 

Lemma 4.3. Let the equation of the hyperplane L is 

L = {(l, .) = O} 

(here (,) denotes the scalar product on W). Then J.L is an eigenvalue of the restric
tion of H to L iff 

C'-P 
... hIM 

I: ) = 0, (4.3.1) det . 
hMI ... hMM - J.L lM 
[1 [M 0 

where hij = hji is the matrix of H and Ii are coordinates of I in a basis. 

Proof. An easy check. o 

Choose the coordinates in which the matrix of H diagonalizes, 
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In this case the condition (4.3.1) translates to 

where Wi = Ilil2 . 

M M 

IT 
Wi 

(Ai - Jl) ' " -- = 0, 
~ A' -Jl 

i=1 i ==1 ' 

Recall that l is uniformly distributed in JP(W*). Equivalently, one can take 1 to be 

uniformly distributed in the unit sphere in W, 1 E S = {l : (l, l) = 1}. 

Lemma 4.4. For I uniformly distributed in SeW, the random vector W = 
(WI, ... , W M), Wi = Ili 12 is uniformly distributed in the simplex 

M 

~ = (~=Wi = I,Wi 2 O} C ]RM. 

i=l 

Proof. The "moment map" m: eM ~]RM (which sends l = (l1, . .. ,lM) to W = 
(Ill 12 , ... ,llMI2)) takes the Lebesgue measure on eM to Lebesgue measure on ]RM. 

Further, it takes the unit sphere SeeM to the simplex ~ C ]RM. The SU-invariant 

measure on S is given by the form 

and its push forward by m is equal to 

vol(]RM) 

which is just the Lebesgue measure on ~. o 

Therefore, given the eigenvalues Xs of the form H, the random eigenvalues of the 

restriction of H to a random isotropic hyperplane L have the same law as the zeros 

of the (random) rational function 

" Wi R(Jl) = ~~' 
i=1 • Jl 

where the weights Wi are uniformly distributed in the simplex r:. 
It is easy to see that the mapping 

C:Jl~W 

which associates to the roots Jl = (Jl1, ... , JlM -d the weights w's in the simple 
fraction decomposition of the rational function 
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is a diffeomorphism of the interior of the parallelepiped A = [A2' Ad X [A3, A2l x 
... X [AM, AM-d C ~M-I to the interior of the simplex E . 

The coefficients Wi can be found explicitly, as the solutions to the system of M 

linear equations 

WI W2 
--------+ + 
Al - J1.M-I A2 - J1.M-I 

+ WM 0 
AM - J1.M-I 

WI + W2 + + WM =1 

Using the Cramer rule and formula 

(4.1) det ( 1) = ~(X)~(Y) 
Xi - Yj l$i,j$M I11$i,j$M(Xi - Yj) 

one arrives at 
" _ (_l)i I11 <j <M(Ai - J1.j) 

W.- . 
I11< "<M(Ai - A') _3_ 3 

#i 

The projection T : W t-+ (WI, ... ,wM-d of the the simplex E to (say) first (M -1) 
coordinates ~M takes the Lebesgue measure on E to a multiple of the Lebesgue 

measure on the unit simplex in the hyperplane {WM = a}. Hence the Jacobian 
of the mapping C is a multiple of the Jacobian of the composition COT. Let us 
calculate the latter. 

The Jacobian matrix of this composition is given by 

J = (8Wi) = (_1)i+ 1 rrl~jft":-I,(Ai - J1.k)) 

8J1.k l$i,j$M I11$j$~-l,(Ai - Aj) 
#. l$i,k~M 

The evaluation of the determinant of J is straightforward (using again the identity 
(4.1)) and yields (up to a sign) 

det J = ~(~) 
~(A) , 

where ~ is as above the Vandermonde function, and>' = (AI, .. ' ,AM -d. This 
proves the Proposition 4.2. 0 

4.5. One c'1n iterate the above construction: in the random isotropic hyperplane 
L M

-
1 C W bne can choose random isotropic subspace of co dimension 2 and so on. 

Combining ~ he embedded subs paces we arrive at a flag 

} = (W = Lo :::> Lf'1- 1 :::> L~-2 :::> ... :::> Lk-l :::> L~ = {O}), 

and the restrictions of the Hermitian form H to these subspaces. Consider the 
ordered eigenvalues of these restrictions and form the triangular array 

xl 
x(F) = . 'M-I M-I 

Xl XM-I 

xf1 xf' x~ 

of those eigenvalues: here xtt- k is the i-th eigenvalue of the restriction of H to L i . 
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Proposition 4.6. Fix the eigenvalues Al 2 ... 2 AM of the form H. If the random 

flag F is isotropic (that is its distribution is SU-invariant on the Stiefel manifold), 

then the triangular array x(F) is uniformly distributed in the GC polyhedron H(A). 

Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 4.5. 

Corollary 4.7. Let 

H = (hij , 1 ~ i,j ~ M, hi; = Xi; + Fly;; 

o 

be a random matrix from GUE (that is H is Hermitian and Xi;, i ~ j and Yi;, i < j 
are iid Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance I). Then the law of 

sequence of largest eigenvalues of the minors 

HI = (hu),H2 = (~~~ ~~~) , ... ,HM = H 

coincides with the law of process D t , t = 1, ... ,M. 

Proof. As GUE is SU-invariant, one can assume that the flag F is the coordinate 
flag. The first row>. of the triangular array formed by the eigenvalues of the minors 

has the density PGUE, by definition, and the distribution of the whole array is the 

uniform lift of PGUE. Now the claim follows from Proposition 4.6. 0 

4.8 Proof of Theorem 0.7. The Theorem 0.7 now follows automatically, as 
Corollary 4.7 establishes the equality of all finite-dimensional distributions. 

5. FORWARD GC MARKOV CHAIN 

5.1. Let H = (h i;)i,;?1 be the bi-infinite Hermitian matrix with Gaussian mean 

o variance 1 components Xi;' i ~ j, Yi;, i < j. One can form the infinite triangular 
array of eigenvalues of the main minors of H 

xt 
xi xi 

x~ x~ x~' 
(5.1) X= 

The GC Markov process constructed in Section 2 provides a way to sample a finite 

part of this array by first drawing M -th row from the PGUE and then running the 
GC Markov chain to generate the rows from (M - l)st to 1st. It is natural to 

ask, whether there exists a Markov chain which would generate the rows of the 

triangular array sequentially forward, or rather downwards. 

5.2. This can be done as follows. Consider the Markov chain y = y(l), y(2), ... , 

where 

(1) y(i) E ~i; 

(2) y(i) = (y(i)l,'" ,y(i )i) lies in the Weyl chamber y(i)k 2 y(i)k+l,l ~ k ~ 
i-I; 

(3) given y(i), the coordinates of y(i + 1) are the ordered in decreasing order 

zeros of the rational function 
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where Wk, u are random variables independent of each other and y(i), Wk 

being distributed exponentially, parameter 1 and u being normal with zero 

mean and unit variance. 

Theorem 5.3. The infinite triangular array which has the vectors y(I), y(2) and 

so on as rows is distributed as the triangular array x of the eigenvalues of main 

minors of a bi-infinite random matrix H drawn from GUE. 

Proof. Assume that the i-th row of the direct GC chain x is >'1, ... ,>'i, that is 
the i-th main minor of H has these ).'s as eigenvalues. Conjugating the (i + I)-st 
minor by an appropriate operator from SU(i) C SU(i + 1) one can make the i-th 

minor diagonal. Under this operation the border entries remain Gaussian and their 
components independent. This yields the matrix 

(5.2) 

whose spectrum we are looking for. The components Xk, Yk, u of the random entries 
in this matrix 

are iid standard normal. 

Transforming the characteristic equation for (5.2) we obtain that the eigenvalues 
of (5.2) are zeros of 

i 
~ Wk 

T(p.) = L- C) + p. - u, 
k=1 Y 2 k - P. 

where Wk = Ihki+112 is distributed exponentially with parameter one. This finishes 
the proof. 0 

Remark. Therefore the process Dk coincides in law with the law of the entries on 
the right slope of infinite triangular array (5.1). Alternatively, it is the distribution 
of the minus entries on the left slope. 
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